# EAST ASIAN STUDIES MAJOR CHECKLIST

## REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MAJOR (University of Alberta Calendar)

**EASIA 101** - Understanding East Asia

AND a minimum of 30 units to a maximum of 48 units at the senior level from EASIA, CHINA, JAPAN, or KOREA, including

- 12 units in EASIA at the senior level, 6 units of which must be at the 400 level
- AND 9 units in CHINA at the senior level including CHINA 341 and at least one of CHINA 302, CHINA 401, CHINA 402
- OR 9 units in JAPAN at the senior level including JAPAN 341 and at least one of JAPAN 302, JAPAN 401, JAPAN 402
- OR 9 in KOREA at the senior level including KOREA 302 and at least one of KOREA 401, KOREA 402

**NOTE:** Related East Asian content courses may be taken as options, or applied to the major to a maximum of 9 units. These will be in addition to, not in place of, the requirements above. The list of related East Asian content courses is available from the Department of East Asian Studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>checkbox</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EASIA 101 - Understanding East Asia</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AND**

**EITHER**

- *9 in CHINA at the senior level including CHINA 341 and at least one of CHINA 302, CHINA 401, CHINA 402

**OR**

- *9 in JAPAN at the senior level including JAPAN 341 and at least one of JAPAN 302, JAPAN 401, JAPAN 402

**OR**

- *9 in KOREA at the senior level including KOREA 302 and at least one of KOREA 401, KOREA 402

**AND**

- *12 in EASIA at the senior level including *6 at the 400 level

**AND**

- A further *9 - *27 of senior-level CHINA, JAPAN, KOREA, EASIA, or (up to *9 of) approved related courses

= *30 (minimum)

= *48 (maximum)
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